Despite extensive studies on transcription mechanisms, it is unknown how termination 21 complexes are disassembled, especially in what order the components dissociate. Our single-22 molecule fluorescence study unveils that RNA transcript release precedes RNA polymerase 23 (RNAP) dissociation from DNA template in bacterial intrinsic termination of transcription much 24 more often than concurrent dissociation. As termination is defined by release of product RNA 25 from transcription complex, the subsequent retention of RNAP on DNA constitutes a previously 26 unidentified stage, termed here as 'recycling.' During the recycling stage, RNAPs one-27 dimensionally diffuse on DNA in downward and upward directions, and these RNAPs can initiate 28 transcription again at nearby promoters in case of retaining a sigma factor. The efficiency of this 29 event, termed here as 'reinitiation,' increases with supplement of a sigma factor. In summary, 30 after releasing RNA product at intrinsic termination, recycling RNAP diffuses on DNA template 31 for reinitiation most times.
INTRODUCTION

Post-terminational Diffusion Coefficient of RNAPs
The 1D diffusion coefficient of post-terminational RNAPs can be estimated by the correlations 146 that Cy5 PIFE starts later and occurs less frequently as the Cy5-end is placed further away from 147 TS ( Figures 2C and 2D ). Cy5 PIFE was measured with six templates, L+15, L+62, L+112, L+212, 148 L+312, and L+512, where the distance between TS and Cy5-end of DNA (TS-downstream length) 149 varies from 15 to 512 bp (Figure 2A) . 150 Termination efficiency (ranging from 31±3% to 36±16%) or timing (ranging from 4.0±0.8 to 151 7.1±1.3 s) is little affected by the TS-downstream length (Table S1; Figure S7 ). On the other 152 hand, with increasing TS-end distance, the PIFE start delay increases from 1.8±0.5 to 30±19 s 153 since RNA release ( Figure 2C ), and the PIFE occurrence decreases from 91% to 47% ( Figure 2D) , 154 both supporting for 1D diffusion of RNAP on DNA after termination. 155 RNAP diffusion on DNA is modeled to occur with one reflecting end on the surface side and 156 the other absorbing end on the buffer side, which is reasonable because PIFE occurrence at free 157 ends is highly probable with short DNA molecules. This 1D diffusion model adopting the above-158 determined post-terminational diffusion lifetime of RNAPs fits well to the correlation of the 159 PIFE start timing (R 2 = 0.94) or occurrence (R 2 = 0.96) with the TS-end distance ( Figure 2C and 160 2D), from which the diffusion coefficient is estimated as 3.5×10 −4 or 3.4×10 −4 μm 2 /s, 161 respectively (see the STAR Methods). 162 On the other hand, the PIFE occurrence data do not fit to a previously described 3D 163 diffusion model (Berg, 1983 ) ( Figure 2D ). The PIFE occurrence at zero distance can be 164 additionally estimated by the above 1D diffusion model, and 94% of complexes are estimated 165 to retain RNAP at the time of RNA release at TS, and the remaining 6% release RNAP together 166 with RNA. During post-terminational diffusion on DNA, RNA-free holoenzymes of RNAP could initiate 170 transcription again when they encounter a promoter. Even core enzymes of RNAP could do so if 171 they become adequately complemented with σ. Here 'reinitiation' refers to another round of 172 promoter binding and initiation by the RNAP that has released RNA but not fallen off DNA and 173 diffuses on DNA rather than by 3D association of RNAP. 174 Reinitiation was examined using a template with two transcription units ( Figure 3A) . L+15 175 containing a short transcription unit was extended downstream to contain a roadblock site and 176 another long transcription unit, among other extensions. As explained above, short transcripts 177 from the upstream unit can be labeled with Cy3-ApU, which reports whether termination or 178 readthrough occurs at TS. Long transcripts from the downstream unit contain five repeating 21-179 bp sequences, and can be probed by a Cy5-labeled DNA oligomer complementary to the repeat 180 sequence.
181
Three courses can proceed ( Figure 3B ) as they were observed in different types of 182 fluorescence time-traces ( Figure 3C ). First, reinitiation on the downstream unit occurs after 183 termination from the upstream unit, as Cy5-oligomer probing signal follows Cy3-RNA signal 184 vanishing (type 1). Second, dissociation of RNAP occurs after TS termination, as no Cy5 probing 185 follows Cy3 vanishing (type 2). Third, readthrough occurs for continued downstream 186 transcription, as Cy5 probing follows Cy3 nonvanishing (type 3). The relative frequencies of 187 types 1, 2, and 3 were 0.10±0.05, 0.41±0.10, and 0.49±0.12, respectively.
188
Because transcript probing was not complete, not all readthrough events were counted, 189 and some reinitiation events were observed as type 2 instead of type 1. However, using the 190 measured termination efficiency (34%), the probing efficiency was estimated as 49%, allowing 191 the reinitiation (0.21) and dissociation (0.30) events to be re-sorted (see the STAR Methods).
192
Thus, the reinitiation portion among the termination events was 41% with a mixture of 193 holoenzymes and core enzymes. The reinitiation efficiency decreases to 19% with the above-194 mentioned roadblock, but increases to 59% with addition of 3 μM σ 70 . 197 198 This study discovered that RNA transcript is released first from transcription complex, and RNAP 199 dissociates from DNA template much later most times in E. coli intrinsic termination, based on 200 our single-molecule monitoring of fluorescent RNA transcript, DNA template or σ factor. This 201 sequential release (94%) is much more frequent than their concurrent dissociation (6%).
196
DISCUSSION
202
Considering that only 75% of elongation complexes retained σ factor in our case, the post-203 terminational retention of RNAP on DNA seems to occur similarly with both core and 204 holoenzymes. Additionally, we showed that most holoenzymes retain the σ factor after 205 termination.
206
Because termination should refer to RNA release only, the subsequent retention of RNAP 207 on DNA constitutes a previously unidentified stage. This fourth stage of transcription after the 208 initiation, elongation, and termination stages is here termed as 'recycling' (Figure 4 ). During the 209 recycling stage, post-terminational RNAPs apparently diffuse on DNA one-dimensionally in 210 downward and upward directions.
211
One-dimensional diffusion of RNAP has been suggested to accelerate promoter search 212 (Singer and Wu, 1987; Ricchetti et al., 1988; Guthold et al., 1999) , but few experiments have 213 directly proved it. Furthermore, RNAP diffusion on DNA was recently measured to be too short 214 (<30 ms) to contribute to initiation kinetics under physiological conditions (Wang et al., 2013) .
215
This lifetime of pre-initiational RNAP on DNA is much shorter than that of post-terminational The authors declare no competing interests. 
Single-Molecule Transcription Termination Experiments
354
To construct a transcription complex, we incubated DNA template (50 nM 
Single-molecule Transcription Reinitiation Experiments
381
The imaging buffers before and after NTP injection contained the same concentration of Cy5- where δ is a step size of the random walk of the particle moving rightward or leftward every τ s.
402
Because RNAP does not remain on DNA permanently, an RNAP dissociation term is added to the 403 equation (1).
where t dis is a dissociation time of RNAP after termination. In the limit δ → 0, we can get the 406 differential equation (3) 
where D is a diffusion coefficient, defined as δ 2 /2τ.
409
When TS is positioned at the reflecting end ( = 0), the mean capture time does not 410 change with x. When TS is positioned at the absorbing end ( = L), the particle is captured right 411 after the particle release, generating the boundary conditions (4) and (5).
With these boundary conditions, the equation (3) is solved as a function of x and the total 414 length L as shown in equation (6).
where l D 2 is equal to t dis D. Since x is fixed as 88 bp in our experiments, we can rewrite the 417 equation (6) as a function of the distance between TS and the absorbing end, denoted by b.
Diffusion coefficient of RNAP can be estimated by fitting PIFE timing data to the equation (7).
420
Similarly, the probability of capture on the absorbing end, P(x), is defined as a function of x.
421
Then, P(x) also satisfies the equation (8).
In the limit δ → 0, we can get the differential equation (9) for P(x). where y 0 is the RNAP retention probability during termination at TS. With these boundary 431 conditions, we can solve the equation (9) to get the equation (12).
432
( ; ) = 0 cosh( ⁄ ) cosh( ⁄ ) � (12) 433 We can rewrite the P(x) as a function of b.
434
( ) = 0 cosh(88⁄ ) cosh((88 + )⁄ ) � (13)
435
RNAP retention probability during termination at TS can be estimated by fitting PIFE occurrence 436 to the equation (13).
438
Calculation of Reinitiation Efficiencies
439
Among the three types of fluorescence traces of Fig. 3C , type 3 uniquely represents TS-440 readthrough events (Fig. 3B ), but does not cover all of them because transcript probing is not 441 complete. The unprobed readthrough events are not distinguishable from non-activated events 442 and could not be directly counted.
443
On the other hand, types 1 (0.101) and 2 (0.406) together represent total TS-termination 444 events (Fig. 3B ), but their sum (0.507) is an overestimation because of incomplete probing.
445
However, using the measured termination efficiency of 33.5%, the unprobed readthrough 446 events (type 4) can be estimated to be 0.513, i.e. (0.507−0.335)/0.335. Types 3 (0.493) and 4 447 (0.513) together represent total readthrough events (1.006), with probing efficiency of 49.0%.
448
Then, total readthrough and termination events become 1.513.
449
Due to incomplete probing, some reinitiation events must have been shown as type 2 450 instead of type 1. Assuming that probing efficiency was the same in readthrough and 451 termination events, total probed and unprobed reinitiation events can be estimated to be 0.206 452 (= 0.101/0.490), and the remaining dissociation events being 0.301 (= 0.507 − 0.206 TATCA AAAAG AGTAT TGACT TAAAG TCTAA CCTAT AGGAT ACTTA CAGCC ATCGA  ACAGG CCTGC TGGTA ATCGC AGGCC TTTTT ATTTG GGGGA GAGGG AAGTC ATGAA  AAAAC TAACC TTTGA was decreased by 26±4% with E111Q incubation.
592
From these data, we estimated the cleavage 593 inhibition efficiency of E111Q as 71±5%. 
